Light-in-flight recording. 2: Compensation for the limited speed of the light used for observation.
Equations are given for the apparent rotation and distortion of wave fronts caused by the limited speed of the light used for the observation (here referred to as a relativistic effect). Methods are discussed and mathematically derived for the compensation and the elimination of these unwanted effects. Equations are given for how these effects can be used to advantage for the manipulation of the tilt angle of the intersecting plane used in contouring. Optimization of the time resolution and the time capacity for a certain length of hologram plate is given in tabular form. A new formula is enunciated for the curvature of the relativistically distorted wave front. Finally, it is demonstrated that the ellipsoids of the holodiagram are the spherical wave fronts from a point of illumination as they are seen in a scattering medium from another point of observation.